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The VIBE replacement 

speakers is perfect for 

replacing damaged or worn 

out speakers. It offers multi fit 

design which will fit 99% of 

vehicles and multi fit baskets 

for direct original fit 

replacement 

Speakers avaliable in 4”, 5”, 

6” and 6”x9” 

No you’re not reading this 

wrong, we have actually 

produced something which 

reduces noise! While it may 

be the complete polar 

opposite to everything else 

that we do when it comes to 

going loud Anti VIBE will 

actually help IMPROVE the 

sound inside your car 

greatly! 

All those rattles, and all the 

sound being heard outside 

the vehicle is taking away 

volume and clarity from the 

inside. Fitting Anti VIBE 

behind your speakers and in 

the boot area is one of the 

most cost effective ways to 

improve your system. 

 

The VIBE PortPlug allows 

easy tuning of the VIBE bass 

enclosures. The PortPlug is 

used to tightly seal the VIBE 

TurboPort in the enclosure to 

either create a sealed 

enclosure for better transient 

response or in the case of a 

multi ported enclosure re-

tune the enclosure using only 

1 PortPlug. 

The VIBE PortPlug is 

available in 2.5″, 3″ and 4 

inch 

VIBE LOC2 Single 
replacement 

speakers 

Anti Vibe 
Sound 

Deadening 

Port Plug 

 

 

Vibe LOC4 

 

The easy way to add an 

amplifier to your vehicle 

without changing your factory 

headunit. The LOC2 Line 

Converter provides the 

perfect solution for 

integrating your aftermarket 

amplifier with your Factory Fit 

/ OEM headunit. 

Not only does it derive a low 

level RCA input for your 

amplifier from the speaker 

outputs of the headunit but 

thanks to VIBE AUTO 

SENSE technology also 

provides a remote turn on for 

your amplifier.So there is no 

need to add a separate 

switch or locate an ignition 

switched +12 Volt supply in 

the vehicle.  

The easy way to add an 

amplifier to your vehicle 

without changing your factory 

headunit. The LOC4 Line 

Converter provides the 

perfect solution for 

integrating your aftermarket 

amplifier with your Factory Fit 

/ OEM headunit. 

Not only does it derive a low 

level RCA input for your 

amplifier from the speaker 

outputs of the headunit but 

thanks to VIBE AUTO 

SENSE technology also 

provides a remote turn on for 

your amplifier.So there is no 

need to add a separate 

switch or locate an ignition 

switched +12 Volt supply in 

the vehicle 



 

 

  

Recipient of Talk Audio first 

ever 10 out of 10 review; 

The DeltaBox Bass 

Generator finally gives you 

bass on demand. 

The wired red button 

remote overrides the signal 

to the amplifier and 

generates an explosive 

bass tone at the preset 

frequency. The Bass 

Generator is perfect for 

testing, tuning or simply 

showing off your system. 

At its core the bass 

generator is a  DIN 

parametric equalizer with 

frequency Q and frequency 

boost/gain. Finally an AUX 

input allows easy 

connection of an MP3 

player to your car audio 

system 

8awg stereo 
wiring kit 

 

Delta Box bass 
generator 

 

Fast Plug Delta Box Line 
Converter 

 

4awg bass 
wiring kit 

 
Designed and developed by 

VIBE Engineers the plug 

offers safe, fast removal of 

your active bass enclosure 

(bass box) or amplifier. You 

may wish to remove your 

system for security reasons, 

or for the full use of your boot 

space, whatever the reason 

the VIBE FastPlug makes it 

easy and safe. The plug is a 

heavy duty connector that 

connects positive, negative 

and remote wires. It is made 

up of two parts, one end to 

connect to your equipment 

and the other to your power 

source. Made from high 

quality ABS plastic the 

device is tough and hard 

wearing.Features 

The easy way to add an 

amplifier to your vehicle 

without changing your factory 

headunit. The Delta Box Line 

Converter provides the 

perfect solution for 

integrating your aftermarket 

amplifier with your Factory Fit 

/ OEM headunit. 

Not only does it derive a low 

level RCA input for your 

amplifier from the speaker 

outputs of the headunit but 

thanks to VIBE AUTO 

SENSE technology also 

provides a remote turn on for 

your amplifier.So there is no 

need to add a separate 

switch or locate an ignition 

switched +12 Volt supply in 

the vehicle. 

The SLICK wiring kits match 

value and performance. 

This provides everything you 

need to get up and running 

with your VIBE amplifier, 

perfect for an active 

enclosure as well. 

Contents:  

 5 metres 8AWG power 

cable 

 1 metres 8AWG ground 

cable 

 5 metres RCA 

interconnect 

 5 metres remote turn on 

wire 

 2 x 5 metres 16AWG 

speaker cable 

 Mini ANL fuseholder 

 60 amp ANL fuse 

 2 x spade terminals 

 6 pcs cable ties 

 

The SLICK 4 kit is 

designed for amplifiers up 

to 2000 watts. 

It contains everything you 

need to get up and running 

with your VIBE bass 

amplifier.Contents:  

 

 5 metres 4AWG power 

cable 

 1 metre 4AWG ground 

cable 

 5 metres RCA 

interconnect 

 5 metres remote turn on 

wire 

 2 x 5 metres 16AWG 

speaker cable 

 Mini ANL fuseholder 

 80 amp ANL fuse 

 2 x spade terminals 

 6 pcs cable ties 



  

The VIBE FLATSTEREO 
RCA is an OFC high 
definition 54 interconnect Â 
delivering the fullest signal 
possible from source to 
amplifier - the cable make up 
has been developed to run 
flat with left and right cables 
running parallel both with 
individual screening but 
sharing an outer FLAT jacket 
easing installation. 

  

  

 Model: 

FLATSTEREOTM 

RCA 5m - 5 metre 

54 interconnect 

The VIBE CT range of gold 

plated ring terminals are 

professional compression 

fittings designed for 

maximum conductivity when 

connecting power cable to 

the vehicle battery. The VIBE 

RT compression fit terminals 

are the best way to connect 

heavy gauge power cable to 

the vehicles battery. 

The professional range of 

VIBE RT ring terminals for 

connecting power cable to 

the vehicle battery. Packed 

in pairs and include red and 

black rubber over boots and 

easy crimp design.. 

The VIBE AGU fuse series 

are the perfect companion to 

the VIBE FD4 distribution 

block and the Active and 

Stereo System wiring kits. 

The VIBE AGU fuses are 

packed in pairs so you 

always have a spare fuse 

when you need one. They 

are available in 30, 60 and 

80 amp versions. 

Mini ANL fuses come in60 

and 80 amp sizes.  

VIBE TurboPortTM is the 

only choice for professional 

vented or bandpass 

enclosures. The VIBE 

TurboPort is flared at BOTH 

ends for smooth airflow in 

and out of the enclosure thus 

eliminating the port noise or 

chuff associated with cheap 

imitations. The VIBE 

TurboPort is available in 2.5 

inch, 3 inch and new anti 

resonance 4 inch versions, 

they provide the perfect 

finishing touch to a custom 

enclosure.. 

AGU and Mini 
ANL Fuses 

Stereo RCAs 

 

Compression 
Fit Ring 

Terminals 

Crimp on fit 
ring terminal 

 

 

Turbo Ports 

 



 

 

 

  

Big systems require big 

protection Â The VIBE circuit 

breaker is rated at a massive 

140 amps and offers critical 

protection to your system Â if 

the system over powers or 

short circuits the breaker will 

cut in and save your 

equipment. No need to 

replace expensive fuses, the 

system is reset via a simple 

switch Â also offers safe and 

instant system shutdown. 

Our professional quality full 

range OFC Y-interconnect 

guarantees a pure and 

strong signal. With a flat 

design and ferrite loaded 

gold plated plugs 

interference is greatly 

reduced. The FLAT-Y 

Interconnect is available in 1 

male 2 female FLAT Y 2F 

and 2 male 1 female FLAT Y 

2M configurations.  

VIBE GB41 banana plug 

The VIBE GB41 banana 

plugs are easy and 

convenient way to remove 

your bass enclosure without 

having to constantly rethread 

your speaker cable into the 

box terminal. Simply attach 

the speaker cable to the 

VIBE GB41 banana plug and 

you have a fast and easy 

reliable quick release 

solution. 

The VIBE DB6 non fused 

distribution block is a 

professional non fused 

distribution block which gives 

easy connection for up to 5 

amplifiers. The VIBE DB6 

has 2 x 4AWG input and 4 x 

8AWG outputs which can be 

used for power distribution or 

ground distribution giving a 

common grounding point for 

all system components 

eliminating the risk of ground 

loop interference 

The VIBE FD4 fused 

distribution block is a 

professional AGU fused 

distribution block which gives 

easy connection for up to 4 

amplifiers. The VIBE FD4 

has 1 x 4AWG input and 4 x 

8AWG outputs each 

individually fused up to a 

maximum of 80 amps (AGU 

fuses available separately. 

Non Fused 
Distribution 

block 

 

Circuit 
Breaker 

 

RCA Y-
Leads 

 

Banana Plugs 

 

Fused 
Distribution 

Block 

 



 

  

VIBE FLATLINES power 

cable has been developed to 

maximised voltage transfer 

from battery to amplifier - 

The cable has 2 main lines 

running side by side which 

are made up of fine copper 

strands - This design makes 

the cable flat allowing us to 

make very slim heavy duty 

power cable which is highly 

flexible easing installation 

into vehicles. 

RCA MAG Plugs 

Gold plated VIBE 

MagPlugs™ ensure that the 

signal is passed from device 

to device with a high rate of 

conductivity, MagPlugs™ 

and Ferrite Loaded™ and 

feature rubber grips and an 

ultra-small design allowing 

easy installations.  

The delivery of power and 

signal to the speaker is the 

final CriticalLinkTM in any 

audio system VIBE’s 

FlatFlexTM OFC high 

definition speaker cable is 

produced from super fine 

OFC copper strands 

collectively picking up all the 

detail in your music. The 

multi strands are aligned 

making the cable super flat 

which can be run invisibly 

under carpets. 

 

There are many powerful 

bass amplifiers in today’s 

market. The ever increasing 

power is putting huge strains 

on speaker wire VIBE 

present a new breed of 

speaker cable specially 

developed for BASS 

applications; the VIBE 

FLATBASS speaker cable 

offers SolidCores• that can 

handle and sustain 

considerably more power 

than conventional speaker 

cable. 

Vibe’s water proof Fuse 

holder that should be located 

within 12″ of the battery 

holds glass type AGU fuses 

and offers reliable system 

protection. This is included in 

stereo kits and active bass 

kits (AGU fuses available 

separately). 

Model: FDAGU-V1 Inline 

AGU fuse holder. 

bass cable Power and 
earth cable 

Mag plugs High def 
speaker cable 

 

AGU Fuse 
holder 



Part number Description Wholesale Retail Ex Retail Inc

AGU60 60 amp glass fuse, 2 pcs. 60 amp AGU fuese R33.48 R51.75 R59.00

MINIANL60 60 amp MINI ANL fuse, Mini ANL Fuse 60A R33.48 R51.75 R59.00

AGU80 80 amp glass fuse, 2 pcs. 80 amp AGU fuese R33.48 R51.75 R59.00

MINIANL80 80 amp glass fuse, Mini ANL fuse 80A R33.48 R51.75 R59.00

AVSD2 Anti vibe sound deadening 10" x 10", 2 sheets of 0,06m2 Anti Vibe Damping R99.00 R153.51 R175.00

AVSDR Anti vibe sound deadening 18" x 32", 1 role of 0,36m2 Anti Vibe Damping1 role of 0,36m2 Anti Vibe Damping1 role of 0,36m2 Anti Vibe Damping R185.00 R285.09 R325.00

ANTIVIBESDBP-V6 35 Sheets (2.5mm thick, 375mm x 265mm) of Butyl and 0.1mm Aluminium R899.00 R1 402.63 R1 599.00

ANTIVIBESD-V6BP (20mm thick, 500mm x 600mm)  4 sheets of 

Polyurethane with self-adhesive backing
R429.00 R700.88 R799.00

CB140 140 amp circuit breaker, Circuit Breaker with 140 amp R195.00 R302.63 R345.00

DB6 6-way non fused distribution block R165.00 R254.39 R290.00

LOC2-V5 2 channel line convertor R199.00 R306.14 R349.00

LOC4-V5 4 channel line convertor R299.00 R460.53 R525.00

FASTPLUG Quick release for Active Enclosure, Quick connector for 8 AWG (≈10mm2) incl. RemoteQuick connector for 8 AWG (≈10mm2) incl. RemoteQuick connector for 8 
AWG (≈10mm2) incl. Remote R220.00 R338.60 R386.00

FD4 Fused distribution block  4-way, 1x 4 AWG (≈20mm2) In - 4 x 8 AWG (≈10mm2) Out1x 4 AWG (≈20mm2) In - 4 x 8 AWG (≈10mm2) Out1x 4 AWG (≈20mm2) In - 4 
x 8 AWG (≈10mm2) Out R275.00 R424.56 R484.00

FDAGU-V1 Fuse Holder, Brass AGU Fuseholder R75.00 R114.04 R130.00

FLAT Y 2M Y leads ( 2 Male/ 1 Female) R185.00 R285.09 R325.00

FLAT Y RCA 2f Y leads ( 2 Female/ 1 Male ) R185.00 R285.09 R325.00

FLAT STEREO RCA 5m FLAT STEREO RCA 5 metre, Stereo Interconnect 5 metre separate shielding R265.00 R407.89 R465.00

FLATBASS 13 SPK 3m 13 gauge SolidCoreTM flat BASS speaker cable, 13 AWG (≈2,5mm2) OFC Solid Core SC 3 metre13 AWG (≈2,5mm2) OFC Solid Core SC 3 metre R185.00 R285.09 R325.00



Part number Description Wholesale Retail Ex Retail Inc

FLATFLEX 16 SPK 10m 16 gauge High definition flat flexible speaker cable, 10 metre, 16 AWG (≈1,5mm2) OFC Speaker Cable 10 metre16 AWG (≈1,5mm2) OFC Speaker Cable 10 metre R195.00 R302.63 R345.00

FLATFLEX 16 SPK 75M 16 gauge High definition flat flexible speaker cable, 75 metre, 16 AWG (≈1,5mm2) OFC Speaker Cable 75 metre16 AWG (≈1,5mm2) OFC Speaker Cable 75 metre R1 499.00 R2 324.56 R2 650.00

FLATLINES 0 GND 1m 0 gauge black power cable, 0 AWG (≈50mm2) OFC Power Cable 1 metre Black0 AWG (≈50mm2) OFC Power Cable 1 metre Black R315.00 R491.23 R560.00

FLATLINES 0 PWR 1m 0 gauge Red power cable, 0 AWG (≈50mm2) OFC Power Cable 1 metre Red0 AWG (≈50mm2) OFC Power Cable 1 metre Red R315.00 R491.23 R560.00

FLATLINES 4 GND 50m 4 gauge black power cable (roll), 4 AWG (≈20mm2) OFC Power Cable 50 metre Black4 AWG (≈20mm2) OFC Power Cable 50 metre Black R3 999.00 R6 139.47 R6 999.00

FLATLINES 4 PWR 50m 4 gauge Red power cable (roll), 4 AWG (≈20mm2) OFC Power Cable 50 metre Red4 AWG (≈20mm2) OFC Power Cable 50 metre Red R3 999.00 R6 139.47 R6 999.00

FLATLINES 8 GND 100M 8 gauge black power cable (roll), 8 AWG (≈10mm2) OFC Power Cable 100 metre Black8 AWG (≈10mm2) OFC Power Cable 100 metre Black R2 750.00 R4 254.39 R4 850.00

FLATLINES 8 PWR 100M 8 gauge Red power cable (roll), 8 AWG (≈10mm2) OFC Power Cable 100 metre Red8 AWG (≈10mm2) OFC Power Cable 100 metre Red R2 750.00 R4 254.39 R4 850.00

VSAWK4 Slick 4 gauge wiring kit, 4 AWG (≈20mm2) CCA Set incl. 10 metre speaker cable R450.00 R700.88 R799.00

VSAWK8 Slick 8 gauge wiring kit, 8 AWG (≈10mm2) CCA Set incl. 10 metre speaker cable R329.00 R525.44 R599.00

MP-V1 RCA Magplugs Left & Right R45.00 R69.30 R79.00

PP40-V1 4 Inch Port Plug R55.00 R86.84 R99.00

TP25E 2.5 inch Turbo Port Extension R29.00 R43.86 R50.00

TP25LNG 2.5Inch Turbo Port Not Glued R65.00 R105.26 R120.00

TP30B  3"Turbo Port Bend R27.00 R43.86 R50.00

TP30E 3.0Inch Turbo Port Extension R27.00 R43.86 R50.00

TP30-V1 3"Turbo Port R110.00 R171.05 R195.00

TP40-V1 4"Turbo Port R125.00 R192.98 R220.00
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